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As reflected in the research reported at a recent international

conference devoted to student misconceptions in science and mathematics (Helm

and NoVaki 1983), it is now well established that students generally possess

conceptions relevant to curricular topics before they begin study of them; It

is further clear that such preconceptions often persist despite instruction on

scientific theories which contradict them. The discrepancies between the

students' post instruction conceptions and the scientific theories as taught

often represent important failures of instruction.

Viennot (1979) among others has argued that students' preconceptions

persist in part because they have worked so well in the everyday world of

students. That similar ideas have sometimes held sway among scientists for

centuries is testimony to their explanatory power. Anderson and Smith (1983b)

described how preconceptions are often compatible With much of the student's

experience of instruction. ThUS; preconceptions are active competitors with

scientific alternatives as organizing structures for students experience of

instruction as well as for their everyday experience.

The existence and persiste.nce of students preconceptions implies that

learning inVolvet not simply the acquisition or format-Jan_ of new concepts; It

invo lves the modification of existing concepts or their replacement with ap-

propriate alternatives; i.e.; conceptual change (TO-ulmini 1972).

Several researchers have proposed models of conceptual change. Posner;

Strike; Hewson and Gertzog (1982) propose four conditions that must be ful-

filled if accommodation* is likely to occur; that is, if students are to make

_-
Both Posner; et al., (1982) and Nussbaum and Novick (1982aib) use -the term

accommodation to refer to instances where students central conceptiohS undergo
change in contrast to instances in which -new inforMation is incorporated with

existing conceptions with little change (assimilation).



changes in their central concepts:

1. There must be dissatisfaction with existing conceptions.

2. A new conception must be intelligible.

3. A new conception must be initially plausible.

4. A new conception should appear fruitful (lead to new insights and
discoveries).

Nussbaum and Novick (1982a,b) describe a general teaching strategy for

use Where significant accommodation is expected.

1. Initial exposure of students' alternative conceptions through their
responses to an "exposing event;"

2; Sharpening student awareness of their own and other studehts'
alternative conceptions, through discussion and debate;

3. Creating conceptual conflict by having the students attempt to
explain a discrepant event;

4. Encouraging and guiding cognitive accommodation and the invention

of a new conceptual model consistent with the accepted scientific

conception.

In one study Nussbaum and Novick (1982b) applied their model to the

development and assessment of an instructional strategy designed to promote

specific changes in sixth grade students' conceptions of the nature of gases.

The authors reported that the strategy was "highly efficient in creating

cognitive challenge and motivation for learning;" but "did not lead to the

desired total conceptual change in all students." In fact only one of the

seventeen students was reported to have adopted the intended goal conception.

The others ended up with one of five conceptions the investigators identified

as intermediate between the students' original preconception and the goal

conception. Another five students progressed as far as the last intermediate

conception. The remaining students, about two-thirds, completed instruction

With several misconceptions. The major conclusion drawn by the authors was
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"that a major conceptual change does not occur; even with good ih5te'UttiOhi

through revolution but is by nature an evolutionary process."

Overview of the Study and Report

In many respects th-r- present study was similar to that of NussbaUM and

NOViCk (1982b). It was a case study of the use of a particular teaching

strategy with a single class of fifth=graders. Our data sources included pre

and posttest responses for all students; interviews of target students at five

different points, observation notes and narrative descriptions of instruction;

tape recordings of all lessons; and transcripts of selected class discussions.

In the study we analyzed the changes that did (and did not) occur in the con-

ceptions of the students as they experienced instruction designed to change

their conceptions of how green plants get their food. The instruction was

based on ChApters 3=6 of the Rand McNally SCIIS -Communities unit (Knott,

Lawson, Karplus; Thier and Montgomery; 1978). This sequence incorporates ele-

ments of the conceptual change models summarized above.

One difference between the Nussbaum and Novick study and ours was that,

in our study, the teacher. was an experienced elementary teacher teaching her

own students without direct input from the researchers. She was teaching the

sequence for the third year; this time using a teacher's guide developed in a

related study (Smith and Anderson; 1983a) and designed to make the conceptual

change strategy more explicit.

The impact of instruction on students in our study was similar to that

reported by NUstbaum and Novick (1982b). Following instruction only one

student appeared to hold the intended goal conception with the others retain-

ing their preconceptions or various hybrid conceptions. Similar results were

obtained with a larger sample in a related study (Roth; Smith and AriderSOM,

1983).
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While our results are consistent with thdse reported by Nussbaum and

Novick (1983b), there seemed to be another story in our study; one concerned

with ways that instruction seemed to gu wrong where it might have been other-

wise. While thete problems may not have occurred in Nussbaum and Novick's

study; it is important to consider carefully the adequdcy of instruction and

Of the particular instructional strategy in making judgments about a generic

strategy and its theoretical base; The contrast between our results and the

reasonableness of the SCIIS strategy led us to examine the issue of what went

wrong; We were led to a number of problems that appear to have general impli-

cations for cognitive instruction. Among these were:

- Students_ were_ often uncertain about empirical generalizations

important to the strategy.

= Communication was sometimes hampered by syttematic sources of

ambiguity;

- Some important issues were not adequately framed through use
appropriate questiOns.

= The instruction was in some ways attacking the wrong preconception.

In thiS report we document and describe the nature of these problems and dis-

cuss their implications for teaching; curritulUM deVelopment and research;

This report also includes a summary of the methods employed in the

project; a description of the instructional strategy for the instructional

sequence investigated; and a summary of the group results on the pre and post-

tests. Further documentation of the project is available in a series of pro-

gresS reports. Additional publications are planned to report other aspects of

the project.



Methods

S

_CLata_Soarce

The study was tOridutted with one of three groups of fifth-grade students

in one of eight eleMehtary schools in a predominantly middle class school

ditttitt. The tlatt intlUded some children of working class and professional

parents and a minority of Black children.

The teacher was an experienced elementary teacher who taught science to

all three groups of fifth graders in a team teaching situation. She Wat

teaching the Communities unit for the third year. She had participated in a

related study (Smith and Anderson, 1983a) the previous year and had been among

the more successful of the nine teachers observed; although none of those

teachers had been very successful in bringing about changes in their stUdentt

conceptions of plants sources of food. As a result of her continued partici=

pation in the related study, she was using a teachers guide designed to make

t 8 conceptual change aspects of the instruction more explicit than they had

been in the SCIIS guide; The teaching suggestions themselves remained essen-

tially unchanged, however.

Data Collection

Data were toileet-6d on the students' conceptual knowledge and their

experience of instruction. Before and after instruction the entire class was

administered a test designed to distinguish among alternative conceptions of

plants source of food and the role of light in plant growth. The test

included multiple choice and true -false items as well as questions requiring

written answers. Thit test and the analysis procedures are described else=

whete (Roth, SMith and Anderson, 1983). Briefly; the students' responses

were first coded using defined features of the responses. These todings i.;Ote

7
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then used to compute scores reflecting the amount of evidence supporting

inferences of student belief in alternative propositions and interrelated sets

of propositions or conceptions. Students for whom evidence was contradictory

were classified as indeterminate with respect to the topic involved.

In addition to the test, four students were interviewed before and after

instruction and at three points during the period of instruction; Each inter-

view presented the students with relevant situations and asked for predictions

and explanations of what would happen; The interviews durihg the period of

instruction included predictions and explanations concerning the investiga-

tions conducted as part of the instruction; These interviews thus provided

information about the students' interpretation of instruction as well a:; their

conceptions;

Each lesson was observed and recorded. The observer made notes emphasiz-

ing nonverbal behavior and focusing on the four target students. Two tape

recordings were made, one using a directional microphone located above the

target group and the other oriented to pick up the whole class and especially

the teacher. Lessons anticipated as being especially important; beginning or

concluding an investigation; for example; were also observed by a second ob-

server and/or video recorded;

The observation notes and tape recordings were used to prepare written

narratives describing the instruction. This process included breaking the

lessons down into segments corresponding to the tasks in which students were

to be engaged. Further analysis was organized in terms of the lesson and task

structure of the instruction.

Analysis

The analysis was organized into two phases. !bring Phase I- tests,

interviews and lessons were reviewed and the propositional content identified.
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The Phase I analysis was designed to tentatively identify important changes in

student conceptions and identify lessons and tasks containing information

relevant to those changes. These changes and the related segments of instruc-

tion became the foci for analysis in Phase II.

Thit Phase I analysis was organized and carried out using a master list

of proposition frames. These frames specified certain components of a propo-

sition that were fixed and others that could vary; Any proposition that

reflected the constant portion of the proposition frame was considered an al-

ternative instantiation of that frame. Codes for the alternative propositions

thus defined were designated. For example; the following frame deals with the

-;
relationship between the continuing growth of plants and the conditions of

light:

Propos-ft-tort-Fran& Clot-144s_

Plants (do/do not) continue to
grow in (condition: light/dark)

A. Doi light 1. Doi only in light
B. Do not; dark

K. Do not, light 2. Doi_in light or
E. Doi dark dark

The numbered options represent more comprehensive propositions, reflecting

combinations of the component propositions represented by letters. The number

1 and letters A-J designate goal proposit4ons, while cther numbers and the

letters K-U designate alternative ones.

The Phase II analyses were guided by Phase 1 results. but used tran-

scripts of interviews and relevant portions of lessons as primary sources.

The analysis reported here drew primarily on the lesson transcripts and group

pre/posttest data. In particular, the analysis focused on what happened in

instruction with respect to the questionsi anticipated results and presenta-

tions constituting the instructional strategy. As background for the presen-

tation of results, the instructional strategy is presented next.



Instruct-tortal_Stra tegy

In the introduction we asserted that the sequence frOM the SCIIS

Communities Unit was a Conceptual change strategy. This assertion is based in

part on the authors' explicit definition and discussion of the SCIIS Learning

Cycle but also on our interpretation of the specific teaching suggestions in

the Communities teacher guide (Knott, et al., 1978).

The SeILS__Learning Cycle

According to the teacher's guide; the SCIIS curriculum is organized

around a "learhihg cycle" consisting of three phases: exploration, invention

and discoVerey. Exploration is characterized as

tahetidt handling and experimenting with objects

involving students in "spon-

to see what happens." The

guide points out that "the materials have been carefully chosen to provide a

background for certain questions the children have not asked before." It

further notes, "During exploration activities you have the opportunity to ob-

serVe the children and draw conclusions about their existing ideas and under-

standings" (Ibid, p. xviii). This implies that the exploration phase includet

something like the "exposing events" advocated by Nussbaum and NoVitk (19826).

The guide's deStriptiOn of the Learning Cycle does not mention anything like

Ndttbadt and NoVick'S ''discrepant events," but as will be seen below, the

strategy fOt the sequence under investigation does include and make use of

such events;

The second phase of the SCIIS Learning Cycle is invention. This is the

introduction by the teacher of a new concept as an alternative to the "pr8con=

ceptions" which limit studehtS' "spontaneous learning." The teacher 'will

have to provide defihitidht and terms as new concepts arise. This constitites

the "invention "' (Knott; et al., 1978, p. xviii). Further insight into the



intended nature of the "invention" is provided in an article coauthored by the

director of the original SCIS project, Robert Karplus, (Atkin and Karplus,

1962). While students are viewed as able to "invent concepts readily," they

are not viewed as likely to be "able to invent the modern scientific con-

_cepts... li thus "it is necessary for the teachers to introduce them" (Ibid, p.

47). The authors related this idea to the view that science itself progresses

through the invention of new concepts Whith are not only more powerful and

useful, but which change the meaning and interpretation of observations;

Thomas Khun's classic articulation of this view (1962) was cited in the

article.

Following the invention of a new concept comes the discovery stage. It

is important to note that it is not the new concept which is discovered, that

is what is invented (i.e., presented by the teacher). Rather, this stage con-

sist§ of "...activities in which a child finds a new application of a concept

through experience" (Knott, et al., 1978, p. xviii). The students have oppor-

tunities "to discover that new obSerVatiOnS can Alto be interpreted by using

(the new) concept" (Atkin and Karplus, 1962, p. 47). Such activities

"strengthen the concept and expand its meaning" (Knott, et al., 1978, p.

xviii). They are "essential, if a concept is to be used with increasing re-

finement and precision" (Atkin and Karplus, 1962, p. 47).

The Instructi-o-n-al_Se_wence_:Se-LISEKApters 3-6

The SCIIS Learning Cycle is designed to move StUdents from preconceptions

to new, more scientifit concepts and can, therefore, be characterized as a

conceptual change strategy. Further, the four-chapter sequence on which our

research hat focused includes elements similar to the exposing and discrepant

events emphasized by Nussbaum and Novick (1982a,b).
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The instructional sequence consists of four chapters (3-6) from the SCIIS

Communities unit and represents about six weeks of instruction with about

three lessons per week. The strategy for the unit is represented in Table 1

as a series of questions, anticipated empirical results of student investiga-

tions, and teacher presentations. The major presentation is the invention of

the concept of photosynthesis at the end of Chapter 5.

Although not initially apparent, the underlying issue for the sequence is

the source of food for plants; Following the student's introduction to the

parts of the bean seeds in Chapter 3, Question 2 raises the issue of the func-

tion of the seed parts. This focus, carried on through Chapter 4, is crucial

since the cotyledon's function of providing food to the embryo is intended to

lead into the central, underlying issue of the source of food for plants.

Raised again in Question 6 this issue leads the interpretation of the investi-

gation in Chapter 4 beyond the essentially empirical generalization that the

cotyledon and embryo need each other for a new plant to grow with which the

discussion might otherwise conclude.

Questions 7 and 14 are important in exposing students' preconceptions

about the relationship of light to plant growth and the sources of food for

plants, respectively. Question 15 is the point at which the anticipated

student preconception that plants get their food from the soil is to be con-

fronted with the discrepancy of plants dying in the dark despite the presence

:-
of rich soil. This concludes the exploration phase of the sequence.

Following the invention of photosynthesis as an alternative conception of

plants source of food, Question 16 leads to the application of the new concept

in explaining the results obtained. Chapter 6 is the discovery phase of the

sequence in which the concepts of photosynthesis and the food supplying func-

tion of the cotyledon are to be applied in predicting and explaining continued





Anticipated

Preconceptions

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF THE STRATEGY FOR CHAPTERS 3-6 OF SCIIS COMMUNITIES

Strategy Elements

Framing question 1,i-dal-Results Prtsent-ad-1-nformattoff

Intended New

tateptioos

Plants take in their

food from the soil.

Wateri fertilizer_

and minerals are food

for plants.

13

Exploration Phase of the Learning Cycle

Chapter 3: Looking at Seeds

1. What is inside

seeds?

2. What do the embryo and

cotyledon do for the

growing plant?

Bean seeds have a small;

plant-like part inside

two larger halves and a

skin.

The_small plant7like_

part is the "embryoi"

the two halves are

"cotyledons."

Chapter 4: What Seed Parts Develop and Grow

3. What seed parts

develop and grow?

What do you think

each part of the

seed does?

4. Why did the cotyledon

and embryo live when

joined?

5. Why didn't the cotyledon

or embryo grow alone?

6. What_dO the embryo- and

cotyledon do for the

plant?

Bean embryos develop

into plants only when

attached to a cotyledon.

Seeds have a small;

plant-like part--

the embryo--and

larger part(s)=Lthe

cotyiedonsi

The embryo develops

into a new plant.

The embryo develops_

into a Plant only if

it-is attached to a

cotyledon. The

cotyledon_ provides

food for the embryo,

Id



TABLE 1 (Continued)

SUMMARY OF THE STRATEGY FOR CHAPTERS 3-6 OF SCIIS COMMUNITIES

Anticipated Strategy Elements Intended New

Preconceptions Framing Question Empirical Results PreseatedlafilmatIon 2tpteattons

Plants need light to

live and grow.

Chapter 5: Do Plant Ned Liaht to Grow?

7. Do plants need light

to grow? When? Grass begins to grow in the

dark and in light.

8. Why are the plants in the

dark growing so well?

9: Which plants_will survive

better? Why?

Plants do not need

light to begin to

grow.

10. How could you make the

yellow grass turn green Plants get food

and the green grass turn from their seeds

yellow? (cotyledons)

Grass continues to grow in the

11. What has happened to the light but not in the dark;

grass set ups?

12. What does light do for plants?

13. Why did the plants grow in the

dark for awhile?

14. Where do plants get the food

they need?

15. Why did the plants in the dark die

and those in the lilht live when

both had the same soil?

Plants do need light

to continue to grow.

Invention Phase of the Learning Cycle

16. Can you explain .the resOlts using

the Idea of photosynthesis?

Plants use energy from ,Plants use light to

tight to make_food make food out of

from water and air. water and air.,
na

6



TABLE 1 (Continued)

SUMMARY OF THE STRATEGY FOR CHAPTERS 3-6 OF SCIIS ZONNITIES

AntiCipated Strategy Elements Intended New

Preconceptions IirjigtlestionFran Empirical Results Presented Informatton _Conception

Discovery Phase of Learning Cycle

2apter 6: Cots,

17. What do you think will

happen to -young bean

plants with and without

cotyledons placed in the

light and dark, respectively?

Explain your reasons;

18. WhiCh grew better-.01ants _

with or without cdtyledons?

19. How well did plants _without_

cotyledons grow in the dark?

In the light?

20. What do _you think the coty7_

ledons do for a young plant?

21. When do plants need light?

17

Bean plants without coty-

ledons grow in light, but

die in the dark.

Bean plants with cotyledons

continue to grow in light,

but stop growing in dark

after the cotyledons shrivel

and fall off;

The cotyledon pro=

vides fobd for young

plants. After the

food from the coty.

ledon is gone,

plants need light to

make their food;

18
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growth of bean seedlings with cotyledons removed and left on under conditions

of light and darkness, respectively.

Student Learning Results

The major goal of the instructional sequence investigated is to challenge

the anticipated students' prior belief that plants get food from the soil and

develop the alternative conception that plants make their food and require

light to do so. This conception is to serve as a foundation for the concept

of a biological community and plants' unique role as "producers"--organisms

which use light to me-se food that ultimately supports all of the other

organisms (Knott, et a1; 1978).

Group data reflecting changes in students' conceptions of plants sources

of food and the role of light in plant growth were obtained using a test

developed and used in a related study (Roth; Smith and Anderson; 1983). In

general, the test results in the present study were similar to those obtained

on a larger sample in the earlier study. As reflected in Table 2, there was

some movement toward the goal conception of plants source of food. However,

only one student appeared to have completed the intended changes;

As anticipated in the SEIB teacher's guide (Knott, et al., 1978), most

of the students consistently asserted on the pretest that plants take in food

from the soil, water and/or air in their surroundings (Table 2). Many of the

students were initially uncertain about the issue of plants making food. The

few (3) who consistently asserted on the pretest that plants do make food diJ

not relate this source of food to light (Table 3). On the posttest, nearly

half of the students still consistently asserted that plants take in food

(Table 2). All but one of the rest reflected uncertainty on this issue.

While about half of the students consistently asserted that plants make food,

only three related this to the presence of light (Table 3).

13
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TABLE 2

CHANGES IN STUDENTS CONCEPTIONS_
OF THE SOURCE OF FOOD FOR PLANTS*

Pretest Posttest

dO

Take in Focd

do

Take in food

?

do Row
not Totals ?

do

not
Row_

Totals

not 5 do not 55 0 0 3 0

'0
0 0
-o

13 4- ? 2 6
0)

_)e
ro

do 3 0 0 3 do 4 5 1 10

Col. totals 17 4 0 21 Col. totals 10 10 1 21

*The intended learning is reflected in movement of students from the upper
left to the lower right in the table. Data are the numbers of students.
Based on proposition scores I and M.

These data indicate that by-and-large the instruction failed to bring

about the intended changes in students' conceptions of the source of food for

plants. However, the results also indicate that many of the students did not

understand an important empirical relationship on which the instructional

depends; The strategy builds on the anticipated results that plants left in

the dark "died" while those in the light "turned green and grew," despite the

fact that "the soil was the same in every cup" (Knott, et al., 1978, p. 23).

This result is intended as the major challenge to the students' preconception

that plants get their food from the soil. The posttest indicated, however,

that this result was not apparent to many of the students.

On the posttest, only about half of the students consistently asserted

that plants would continue to grow only if they had access to light (Table 4).
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TABLE 3

STUDENT CONCEPTIONS OF THE RELATION OF LIGHT TO PLANTS MAKING FOOD*

PreteSt
f %

Posttest

1. Plants make food using light, air, Water 0 0 1 5

2. Plants make food only in the light 0 0 2 10

3. Plants make food in light and dark 1 5 2 10

4. Plants make food only in the dark or
unsure about relation to light

2 10 5 24

5; Plants do not make food 5 24 5 24

6. Uncertain whether plants make food 13 62 6 29

*Based on proposition scores I. LA, LB, K1 and k3.

(ABLE 4

STUDENT CONCEPTIONS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LIGHT AND PLANT GROWTH*

Pretest
f %

POSttett

Plants begin to grow in light or dark but
continue to grow only in light

2 10 11 52

Plants grow only in light 12 57 0 0

Plants grow in light or dark but are
shorter/less healthy/not green in the
dark

0 0 2 10

Plants grow in light or dark 1 5 4 19

Uncertain/inconsistent responses 6 29 4 19

*Based or respOntet to items 1; 1.05, 2.03 and 3.24-5.
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Nearly half apparently ended up either believing that plants do not need light

to survia or uncertain about this relationship. The sources and consequences

Of this ambiguity are central issues in the analysis reported in the next

section.

Analysis_af_Actual Instruction: Some Ways of Going Wrong

As stated in the introduction, the limited attainment of the intended

learning goals despite the apparent reasonableness of the SCIIS strategy led

us to examine the issue of what went wrong. A previous study found that

teachers often omitted critical elements of the instructional strategy (Smith

and Anderson, 1983a; Smith and Anderson, 1983b). However, this was not so in

the present case. Thus, our analysis focused on the way in which the strategy

elements were implemented and the ways the students responded.

In this section we document and describe four aspects of instruction

which help explain the disappointing learning results 'n the present study:

empirical ambiguity, ambiguity in discourse, loose framing af important is-

sues, and inadequacy in formulation of the preconception that the instruction=

al strategy is designed to attack.

Empirical Ambiguity

As noted above the problems in student learning were not limited to the

more abstract issues of plants sources of food and the function of light in

plant growth. Many students also reflected misconceptions or uncertainty

about the empirical results.

The instructional strategy depends on certain empirical generalizations.

For example, Chapter 4 addresses the issue of the functions of parts of seeds

and involves an experiment in which students attempt to germinate four differ-

ent combinations of bean seed parts as shown below:

22
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Whole seed Cotyledon
alone

NO GROWTH

3;

Embryo
alone

NO GROWTH

Cotyleddh with
embryo

Figure 1. Tne_four_cOnditions for the experiment in Chapter 4 and the
anticipated resul'.;;

Development of ideas about seed part functions uses the generalization that

the embryo develops into a plant only if attached to a cotyledon. This

generalization in turn rests on the anticipated results that neither the iso-

lated embryos nor the isolated cotyledons grow, while the embryos with one

cotyledon attached and the whole seeds do grow as illustrated. From :he

standpoint of a trained adult these trends were clear in the studentt' re=

sults. However, making the intended empirical generalization was not a

straightforward matter for many of the students

Two sources of difficulty relate to aspects of what Strike and Posner

(1982) refer to as the students' conceptual ecology, namely their implicit

measurement and observation theories. First, some of the students attended

primarily to their own individual Set up, ignoring other instances. Their im-

plicit assumption seems to have been that one case is sufficient and agreecient

among multiple instances is irrelevant. Thus, atypical results obtained by
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some groups were sometimes gen'ralized even when the trend across groups was

clearly in the opposite direct.!on.

For example, in some instances the whole seeds did not germinate. The

folloWing e>.cerpt from an interview of one of the target students following

completion of Chapter 4 illustrates:

I: What did you think about the whole seed?

S: 0;K., it went to 18 millimeters, and 19, 19, 20, 20. I don't know

what happened; Well, the whole seed has everything right but it
just didn't grow that much.

1: Do you think that some other whole seeds would grow or don't you
think that any of the whole seeds grow?

S: I think that maybe some of them would. I don't know;

I: Did some of the other students' whole seeds grow?

S: I don't think so...

This is surprising becausei as she implied, this results is somewhat counter

intuitive. Furthermore, the had just correctly explained the meaning of

points on the class thAtt Which had color coded dots showing that some of the

whole seeds had indeed grown substantially; Apparently, she had not felt it

necessary or important to consider the other groups' results. Another indica=

tion of this assumption was StUdents referring to atypical individual points

on the class graph, rather than to some more central or representative point.

A second aspect of students' implicit observation theories t:-Iat came into

play was judging the significance of differences in the measurements. How

much change in the length of the isolated embryo, for example, constitutes

"growth." Some of these embryos did grow a few millimeters in length. In

comparison to those attached to the cotyledons, however, this growth would

generally be considered by our trained adults as negligible. On several oc-

casions, however, students apparently did not apply the negligibility prin.=

ciple and reported that their isolated embryos "grew."

64
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Some of these problems might have been overcome had the teacher put more

emphasis on the class graph. That is, the might have pressed the students

toward an alterhatiVe observation theory. However, the somewhat cumbersome

procedure suggested for estimating, recording and connecting average points

for each observation of each experimental condition was carried out for only

some of the data. The combination of the relatively large amount of time and

effort involved and the apparent greater meaningfulness to the students of

actual example ge-mination systems led her to deemphasize use of the tlatt

graph; Given the nature of the students' implicit observation theories, this

appears to haVe tentribUted to the students continuing to use their original

obserVUtiOn theories and the resulting ambiguity of the students' thinking

concerning the empirical results.

The problem of ambiguity in the empirical results is even more serious in

Chapters 5 and 6 where the issue is the role of light in plant growth; The

stragety (see Table 1) depends on the generalization that plants continue to

grow only in the light. That is, plants kept in the dark eventually stop

growing and die, while plants kept in the light continue to live and grow.

The data indicate, however, that student opinion moved in the opposite direc-

tion from pretest to posttest (see Table 4).

Part of the ambiguity lay in the results actually obtained. In the

instruction for Chapter 5, the grass kept in the dark was initially yellow and

tended to get lighter in color as the experiment progressed. The blades were

also thinner and less erect than that in the light. However, the grass in

the dark grew taller than that in the light and during the experiment did not

turn completely brown and dry up as one might have expected.

In addition to the lack of more extreme symptoms of the eminent deMite of

the grass in the dark, only three of the ten samples of grass were actually

25
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left in the dark during the entire investigation; As suggested in the

teacher's guide, others were moved from the dark to the light and from the

light to the dark; The symptoms of these plants were even less extreme. The

tendency noted above of students to attend primarily to their own individual

result rather than to look for trends acros_ groups further limited the data

base for the students. Thus, for most of the students the salient observa-

tions were the more rapid growth of the grass in the dark and the clear dif-

ferences in color. These observations were consistent with a view that light

was needed only for good color or health and several students made analogies

with humans getting suntans and being healthier if they got sun.

As with Chapter 4, the ambiguity in the actual results in Chapter 5 was

exacerbated by ambiguity in discussions and a degree of looseness in the fram-

ing of these issues: Of particular significance was the issue of the plants'

survival. This will be considered in the subsequent sections.

Ambiguity in Discourse

The ambiguity just discussed in regard to empirical results may tend to

arise to some degree in any instruction which relies on first hand inquiry.

However, systematic ambiguity can also occur in classroom discourse. In the

present case, such ambiguity exacerbated the empirical ambiguities described

above.

The ambiguity in discussion of Chapter 4 arose from the possible alterna-

tive referents for the terms 'embryo' and 'cotyledon.' The issue underlying

the investigation was the function of the embryo and cotyledon as parts of a

seed. However, the experiment was set up with an isolated embryo and an iso-

lated cotyledon as well as combinations of these parts (see Figure 1). Thus,

the question, "Does the embryo grow?" is ambiguous; While the isolated
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embryos did not row; the embryos as parts attached to cotyledons did grow.

Since the function of the embryo as the part that grows is a central issue,

there were many opportunities for confusion during class discussions.

Similarly, an important observation made by one of the students and

emphasized by the teacher was that the cotyledon (part) was shriveling or

shrihkihg as the attached embryo grew. This was very suggestive of the coty-

ledon somehow being used up; However; some of the students interpreted these

reports as referring to the isolated cotyledons (condition) and tended to dis-

agree. In the process they did not attend to and have the benefit of this im-

portant but subtle observation.

In Chapters 5 and 6 a similar ambiguity arose in the use of the term

'grow.' The question, "Do plants need light to grow?" is aMbiguous unless

the time period or stage of development of the plant is specified. While

initial growth of seeds can take place without light, continued growth and

survival do require light.

The teacher perceived the inherent ambiguity and attempted to resolve it.

Howeveri rather than making the time period explicit in each case the teacher

adopted a convention of using the term 'grow to refer to beginning growth or

germination and the term 'survival' to refer to continued growth. For ex-

ample, in the last lesson (6.7), a student expressed his opinion about plants

growing in a dark mine:

59 David: It's (light) not unimportant but you (plants) don't have
to have it

60 Ms. Kain: I think we did decide that we (plants) don't have to have
light to grow, but we're talking about surviving, aren't

we

The teacher refletted the Stipulated use of the term 'grow' here and again

later when she responded to another student:
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70 Ms. Kain: Yeah, we know that, don't we The ones in the dark will
grow.

But, as indicated in the following response of a student who appears to

understand the relation of light to plant growth, student use of the term

'grow' does not always conform to this stipulation:

8 Julie: (Reading her answer to the question about seeds in a dark mine
from her student manual) No. The seeds will grow at first
but, unless it gets some light, it won't grow.

Thus, despite the teacher's effort the ambiguity remained and may even have

been increased by the unusual restriction in meaning of a common word. It is

clear how this may well have contributed to student misconceptions or uncer-

tainty concerning the relation of light to plant growth.

Loose Framing of Important Issues

Many steps in the instructional strategy take the form of questions as

reflected in Table 1. In a number of instances we observed problems that

could have been lessened by more appropriate use of questions in framing the

issues; For example, in Chapter 4 the students appeared to have considerable

difficulty relating the empirical results of the investigation to the issue of

the function of the seed parts. While part of the problem was probably the

uncertainty of the students concerning the empirical results discussed above,

another factor was the pattern of questions used to frame the investigation

and the interpretation of results;

The strategy suggests introducing the investigation with a discussion of

the students' ideas about the seed part functions. However, it includes no

question requiring the students to use those ideas in predicting what might

happen in the germination experiment; In actual instruction, no question



which would drive students'
thinking to

contider the
relationship between the

results and the
students' ideas about the seed parts

functions was posed prior
to the last two of the Six lessons

for Chapter 4.When the issue of the
relationship between the

results and the students'
ideas about the seed parts functions was raised in lesson 5, the

questions in
terms of which it was frmed

appeared to be
inadequate. The teacher

asked the
students what they thought the parts'

functions were and for "evidence" to
Support their views. However, fewer than a quarter of the

tw2nty=six re-
sponses drew on the

resultS for the four
conditions in the

experiment. Appar=,
ently, the

students' ideas about
what would

constitute evidence were Such that
they did not usually see the

question as pointing
them toward

the results of
the

experiment.

Given the nature of the students'
preconceptions about what

constitutes
evidence, a question which more tightly

structured the students' thinking
about the

relationship between the
experimental results and their ideas about

the functions was warranted;
With one

exception the teacher had not used the
specific questions that had been

suggested in the strategy (Questions 4 and
5). These questions do appear to

more adequately
frame the Issue; They firtt

articulate aspects of the results and then
require the studentt to explain

why these
results were obtained.

In the one instance
where a

question of this
form was raised

(concerning why the
isolated embryos were not

growing), the
two student

responses both implied a feeding function for the
cotyledon.

The questions included in the
instructional strategy for Chapter 5 (7=16

in Table 1) have
important functions some of which

are not
immediately appar=

ent. Our analysis
revealed the

importance of these questions as well as the
ease with which the

functions can be foiled by changes in the question or
failure to hold the

students to the
requirements they imply.
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FOr example; Question 8 (Why are the plants in the dark growing so well?)

is to be posed after the students have observed the initial growth of plants

in both light and dark. When the discussion of the results began in the third

lesson (5;3), Ms. Kain simply i.sked the students for their "observations and

why?" As shown in Table 5, responses to this form of the question focused

primarily on the differences between the plants in the light and those in the

dark. Mt. Kain than refocused the discussion on the plants in the dark. HoW=

ever, her use of the comparative "better" elicited further comments on the

differences between the plants in the light and those in the dark.

Ms. Kain finally framed the issue very tightly:

"What do you attribute the growth to? How is it that they are growing,

particularly in the dark? ... Why?"

Thit elicited among others two very different responses. They referred to

some mechanism which would account for the observed growth in the dark. One

of these referred to the seed and the cotyledon helping the grass grow. This

is an instance of the intended application of an idea from the previous chap=

ter to explain a new result. The second response offering a mechanism re-

ferred to the soil as part of the mechanism. Thus, thit formulation of the

question als3 served to expose the preconception the strategy was designed to

attack.

As indicated in this analysis, question 8 serves at least three important

functions:

- It focuses attention on a specific aspect of the result.

= It drives student thinking to consider mechanisms which might

account for the observations;

- It brings out two specifit MethAnisms, one based on anticipated
student preconceptions and One based on a previously developed

science concept.



Type of Response

Suggests mechanism

accounting for growth

Cites uncontrolled variable

to_explain differences

between light and dark

Reports observation or

prediction of differences

only (nr explanation)

States that s /he does not

know why

Other

Totals

TABLE 5

STUDENT RESPONSES RELEVANT TO QUESTION 8:

EXPLANATIONS OF EARLY GROWTH OF PLANTS Ili THE DARK*

Form of Qutalon_

°Observations

and why?"

f

Why "ones in dark"

are "growing better"

f

Why growing in

dark

(5;3)

f

Why growing In

dark

(5;4)

f f

Total

%

0 0 2 3 5 21

3 2 7 29

4 1 2 0 1 29

0 0 1 13

111=

Based on narratives for task 3 of lesson 5;3 and task 3 of lesson 5i4

.11111. a101/

100
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It was only when Ms. Kain pressed the students to account for the growth and

focused attention away from the comparison between grass in the light and

that in the dark that the questioning played these important functions.

Even better results were obtained in the next lesson (5.4) when Ms. Fain

posed the question as suggested and insisted that the students "stick to the

question" and address the issue of "Why?" (Table 5). Three different students

proposed mechanisms to account for growth in the dark and two more stated

explicitly that they didn't know why. Thus; five of the eight responses

directly addressed the intended issue.

Our analysis indicates that inadequate framing of another issue con-

tributed to a major problem in student learning. As stated in the results

section above, many of the students did not develop the intended understanding

of the empirical relation between light and plant growth. While the students

became aware that light affected the color and condition of plants, about half

Of them ended up either believing that the plants did not need light to con=

tinue growing or uncertain about this relationship; Central to this problem

is the issue of the plants survival in the absence of light as distinct from

the effects on the color or health of the plants.

As argued above, in the actual instruction the students' results for the

grass experiment of Chapter 5 were ambiguous with respect to survival. It was

further argued that this ambiguity was compounded by the students' tendency to

focus on their own set up rather than the total array of results and by sys-

tematic ambiguity in the use of the term "grow." Another important factor

contributing to this problem was that the issue of survival of plants in the

dark was not emphasized in class discussions.

The instructional strategy as represented in Table 1 implies that the

issue of the plants' survival is the central feature of the results of the
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experiment with grass in Chapter 5; This issue is raised explicitly in

question 9. It is also explicitly the basis for the discrepant event brought

into focus by question 15. However, neither the SCIIS Communities teacher's

guide nor the revised guide provided to Ms. Kain indicate the problemmatic

nature of this issue or provide suggestions for dealing with it beyond the

posing of questions 9 and 15.

Our analysis indicates that the issue of survival was not emphasized in

the actual instruction conducted by Ms. Kain. She did pose question 9 during

lesson 5.4. Five students responded. One student explained:

"The sunlight is what gives the plant the green...They'll both
survive if you keep feeding them--well, watering and fertilizing
them."

Three students supported their opinion that the plants in the dark would die

or not keep growing with the essentially circular argument that plants need

light. Immediately after this discussion, Ms. Kain posed the next question

(10), shifting attention to the color of the grass.

Although students occassionally expressed opinions about it, Ms. Kain

never again explicitly raised the issue of survival in discussing the results

of Chapter 5. For example, in the final discussion of the results for Chapter

5 (question 11), one student included looking "more alive" and looking "dead"

as descriptions of plants in the light and dark, respectively. Ms. Kain in-

cluded these among the descriptors she listed on the board. However, in sum-

marizing as she posed the next question (12), she stated that the students

were "saying that light seems to be important for a healthy plant" (emphasis

ours). None of the six responses to question 12--What does light do for

plants?--referred to the plants living or dying. Five made reference to the

color. Three made analogies to the role of sunlight for humans.
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Question 15 in the instructional strategy is intended to challenge che

idea that plants get food from the soil.

Question 15: Why did the plants in the dark die and those in the light
live when both had the same soil?

After reminding her students that they had kept saying that plants get food

from the soil, Ms. Kain attempted to pose the question; She pointed out how

the plants had the "same kind of soil" and "both had water," and then added:

"But this one (a sample from the dark) did not really grow. We're
really saying it's on its way down, its'-dying or dead. Okay? If

some of you had been_thinking about the food coming from the soil,

why, how can that be? Do you have an explanation for that?"

When she did not get any response; she explained the question again; This

time, however; she concluded with; "Why isn't this one doing very Well?" She

made no reference to plants dyirq in the dark. None of the four responses she

obtained referred to or attempted to account for plants dying in the dark or

continuing to live in the light.

Because the issue of survival was not exphasized in Ms. Kain's framing of

discussions, the students were not pressed to think about it and had no reason

to consider it the major issue. This together with the other factors dis-

cussed above help to explain the problem students had in developing the in

tended understanding of the empirical relation between light and plant growth;

Since this relation is the basis for the major challenge to the students' pre-

conceptionS in question 15, it is not surprising that the challenge fell flat.

The looseness in the posing of this key question and the failure to hold the

students to the requirements it implies further help explain this result.

Our analysis indicates that the selection of questions is a very crucial

aspect of an instructional strategy. In some cases there appeared to be im-

portant gaps in the strategy or questions which were not adequate to the situ-

ation. In other instances the teacher did not use questions provided in the
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strategy that appeared superior to the ones actually used. In still other

instances the teacher used the indicated question but failed to hold students

to the requirements it implied. In several cases the teacher failed to

recognize when student responses indicated predictable alternative conceptions

on the part of the student. Such conceptions include the students' implicit

observation theories and explanatory ideals, elements of what Strike and

Posner refer to as the students' "conceptual ecology" (1982).

Attacking the Wrong Preconception

The SCIS instructional strategy anticipates that students will hold a

preconception concerning the source of food for plants, namely that plants get

their food from the soil in the form of water and fertilizer or minerals;

This is the preconception attacked by the instructional strategy; The point

of exploring the functions of the parts of the seed in Chapter 4 is primarily

to provide an alternative conception of the source and nature of food for

young plants, namely, the part of the seed referred to as the cotyledon. The

point is made that bean seeds in Chapter 4 were germinated without soil and

there is an optional activity of growing seeds without soil; Finally., the key

discrepant event built into the sequence is the determination in Chapter 5

that grass plants survive in the light but not in the dark, even though both

conditions had the same soil. The inability of the soil to sustain plant

growth in the absence of light is intended to undermine the preconception of

soil as the source of food, preparing the students for the invention of photo-

synthesis.

As anticipated in the strategy, all but one student asserted on the pre-

test that fertilizer or water were food for plants. However, on the posttest

all but two of the students still included soil or fertilizer along with air,
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water and light as food for plants (15) or indicated uncertainty (4) on at

least one of the two relevant questions. While many of these Students (13)

included the cotyledon or referred to photosynthesis as sources of food, these

were apparently viewed as additional sources rather than as alternatives.

While the idea that plants get their food from the soil was common among

students in the study, this does not seem to be the core of their preconcep-

tion. The central preconception also seems to be deeper than the idea that

water and fertilizer or minerals are food for plants. As discussed by Roth

(Roth, et al., 1983), food for plants is conceived by the students as whatever

materials are needed and taken in by the plants. Furthermore, their notion of

food is additiVe. If the plants are unable to get certain materials from the

soil; other materials such as air and even light may be considered as adequate

alternatives;

This preconception of food for plants tended to promote what Hewson

(1980) calls "conceptual capture" of the new ideas encountered by the stu-

dents. Given the additive conception of food for plants as whatever materials

the plants take in; the students could simply add the cotyledon as another

source of food rather than as an alternative to what constitutes food. Some

of the students saw the cotyledon as an "extra" source of water or fertilizer.

Another consequence of this underlying conception of food for plants was

that the studentS could easily escape the trap represented by the intended

discrepant event. Light could simply be added as an essential component of

plants' food. This preconception also tended to promote conceptual capture of

the concept of photosynthesis when it was invented. Several (6) students

viewed the food plants made as simply another additional source. Photosyn-

thesis was assimilated by at least some students as a process in which light,

water and air were mixed togetl-er but each substance maintained its own
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identity. Other students interpreted photosynthesis as the name fOr thit

mixture; Asked in Chapter 6 why she thoUght the bean plants in the dark would

continue to grow; a studellt explained that photosynthesis was light; water and

air and that "two out of three isn't bad."

Few students came to understand photosynthesis as a process in Which food

is made out of light; water; and air; Even fewer students underttood that

green plants have no other source of ftidd. While many factors probably con-

tributed to this result, it appears that the instructional strategy attacks

only a superficial aspect of their preconceptions; A more direct attack On

the underlying batit for what is considered food for plants appears necessary.

Discussion

This study confirms the findings of other studies (e.g., Nutsbaum and

NOVick; 1982b) that teaching for conceptual -change it difficult. More impor-

tant; it sheds new light on some of the reasons for that difficulty; The

instructional sequence was based on a model or generic strategy for conceptual

change which seemed well conceived and the specific instructional Strategy

appeared consistent with it; The teacher had the benefit of a revised guide

which made this strategy more explicit and our initial impressions were that

the teacher was successfully implementing it Indeed, our analysis revealed

many examples of excellent teaching; However; the limited success of the in=

ttruction in bringing about the intended changes in Student conceptions led us

to look for ways 'in which instruction went wrong.

Our analysis identified several the-Met or patterns, ways in which in-

struction repeatedly seemed problematiC. These included:

- Students were often uncertain about empirical generalizations important

to the strategy.
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- Communication was sometimes hampered by systematic sources of
ambiguity.

- Some important issues were not adequat?ly framed through the use of
appropriate questions.

- The instruction was in some ways attaching the wrong preconception.

The problems we have illustrated indicate that matching instruction to

the conceptual ecology of the students is both essential and difficult.

StUdents' explanatory tendencies, implicit observation theories and preconcep-

tions of specific topics need to be given more attention by researthert, cur=

riculum developers, teacher educators and teachers. Curriculum developers

must be aware of predictable alternative conceptions, identify appropriate

questions and other moves accordingly, and empirically assess the effects of

strategy elements on students. Teachers must also be aware of the alternative

conceptionS and the intended roles of specific questions so that they can

recognize indications of students' alternative conceptions and respond appro-

priately. Awareness of likely ways of going wrong may help reduce the kinds

of problems observed in this study.

The heavy information processing load that this role places on the teach=

er suggests the importance of incorporating such information into instruction-

al materials; This is not to make the materials teach& proof but rather

teachable. Given the best of strategies, the teacher plays a crucial role in

the diagnostic use of appropriate questions, in the interpreting of students'

responses and taking appropriate actions. In our own work we are exploring

the use of text materials (Roth, Anderson and Smith, 1983) and overhead trans-

parencies (Anderson and Smith, 1983a) to assist the teacher in appropriate use

of diagnosticly and strategicly important questions;

None of the ways of going wrong discussed above question the SCIIS learn=-

ing cycle or the underlying view of conceptual change it reflects; The value
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of a generic strategy such as the SCIIS learning cycle or Nussbaum and

Novick's lies in its prescriptive power; To the degree that it is consistent

with the real world of teaching and learning; its use in developing curriculum

and planning instruction increases the likelihood that students will learn as

intended. While particular strategies might be developed and assessed inde-

pendently of any explicit generic strategy, the generalizability of such ef-

forts is limited.

While a generic strategy must be sound if its use is to result in effec-

tive instruction, a sound generic strategy is not sufficient. A particular

strategy may not be an accurate instantiation of the generic strategy or the

instruction may not actually implement the strategy; Apart from the issue of

fidelity, the particular strategy or instruction may be inadequate in ways

that have nothing to do with the adequacy of the generic strategy itself. The

examples presented in this paper reflect all four of these possibilities. The

models of Strike and Posner 1982 and Hewson (1981) helped identify and in-

terpret these examples and point to other aspects of students conceptual

ecology which might be problematic.

In their conclusiuns; Nussbaum and Novick; (1982a) state:

In our opinion; the state of the art in cognitive education does not
at present offer a_widely_accepted theory_base_which could_easily
fatilitate the design_of_instruction for learning many basic con-
ceptual schemes in school science. p. 20.

While problems such as those described above may not have occurred in their

study; it is important to consider other levels of going wrong in assessing a

generic strategy and its theory base. Such an assessment should probably be

based on productivity over time rather than on the success or failure of a

single attempt to apply it. While we would not dispute Nussbaum and Novick's

statement, we do think that the currently available theory base does provide

an important foundation for ongoing development and research.
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Nussbaum and Novick (Ibid. conclude with the following recommendation

with which we heartily concur:

That the growing community of practitioners who are 1noking at
SAF's (Student Alternative Frameworks), extend their studies in
the direction of designing and testing new instructional se-
quences based on principles of cognitive accommodation.

More specifically, research and development on instructional sequences for

particular topics should seek understanding of the nature of the students'

prior knowledge and the effects of the instructional sequence on student

behavior and learning. These efforts should address the problems identified

With the goal of developing pedogogical knowledge sufficient for reliable

achievement of the desired changes in student conceptions.
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